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SYNOPSIS
Cristian, a young idealistic prosecutor whose career is on the rise, tries to
crack a case against a senior colleague accused of corruption. The dilemma of
choosing between his career and the truth weighs heavily on his shoulders.
Looking further to solve the case, he enters a danger zone paved with
unexpected and painful revelations.
DIRECTOR’S NOTE
I have been interested in making a film about the real story of prosecutor
Cristian Panait since 2005. As far back as 2005, I started collecting print and
internet articles about him, and I felt embarrassed that, in 2002, when Panait
committed suicide, I was not aware of the details of the case. In the meantime,
I directed my first feature film (Love Sick, 2006) and also had a once-in-alifetime experience: I was the youngest CEO of the Romanian public television,
TVR, ever, from 2005 to 2007.
It was therefore not paradoxical that when I resigned, following a huge media
scandal and accusations of political pressure, I felt I was walking in Panait’s
shoes: I was a prisoner in my own “castle” and my moral values greatly
differed from those of the system that I was working in. I, too, had tried to
„change the water in the fish tank”, but I only succeeded to a very small extent.
I stopped when it became obvious that I was fighting in vain, that the stakes for
which I had accepted the job had been rendered irrelevant. I was dragged into
the middle of a media circus; my family was dragged through the mud; I had to
write desperate messages to my friends, asking them not to believe the
aberrations the newspapers published.
Only later did I find out that prosecutor Panait had gone through the same
torture, for the mere reason that he chose not to cave in to the pressure of his
superiors. He did not indict prosecutor Lele (Leca, in our film), because he did
not have enough evidence against him, and he felt he was a player in a
grotesque masquerade set up by the very people who were supposed to be the
models of the judiciary system. Panait gave up, and ultimately became a postmortem hero of the fight against a corrupt system, which remains largely

unreformed to this day. Many voices in the civil society have claimed that
Panait was, in fact, “suicided”. His case has become symptomatic for many
countries that are (still) trying to fight against the idea that justice can be
bought, and that everything is for sale.
Some time after my TVR experience, I once again took up the notes and files I
had set aside, and found new articles on the internet, some of which
highlighted striking coincidences: Panait was born the same year as me; like
me, he was a big fan of football team Dinamo F.C.; and he was a workaholic, a
man with clearly defined life principles, who made no compromises and
believed in the idea of absolute justice.
The film about Panait/ Panduru is, to a certain extent, the film about the failure
of my generation – the failure to change Romania’s social and political
environment. It’s about the idealistic people who were educated under
communism and then experienced the 1989 Revolution, all full of high ideals. A
generation that believed the political changes brought on by the 1989
revolution would trigger a final break away from the “old system”, which is
mob-ridden and corrupt. But we were wrong. Now, just as in 2002, the year
Panait died, the reality of Romanian society is harsh: former Securitate officers
and active members of the actual SRI (the “new” Secret Service) have
monopolized important businesses, as well as important political positions. In
2002, the fight between the secret services of the army, police, judiciary and
the government (the latter of which inherited the old Securitate apparatus)
reached its climax. Business was conducted behind closed doors under the
serene patronage of the state’s ruling class, composed of representatives of the
former communist power, now “rebranded” as social-democrats. Smuggling oil
by-products was a huge source of income for the officers of the secret services,
with the benevolent support of the politicians. What odds to succeed would
that grant to people with strong moral backbones, like prosecutors Panduru or
Leca?
In such a context, Leca’s initiative to arrest a high government official for
smuggling was absolutely unique and had to be punished in an exemplary
manner. The system delegated young prosecutor Panduru to do just that. Soon
after, Panduru found himself faced with a radical moral choice.

Seen from another perspective, the film is about an organized criminal system,
whose members were magistrates, who, instead of pulling out guns, pulled out
handcuffs against each other, in order to make sure the mafias and politicians
could go on with their business undeterred. And, lost in this bestiary, ‘good
guy’ Cristian Panduru – the young prosecutor who found no other solution to
leave the system. And no other price for it.
A film so strongly grounded in reality can be made in a thousand ways. I am
very much preoccupied with disassembling the mechanisms by which a man,
who is strong both physically as well as figuratively, can come to take his own
life within no more than 20 days. What internal mechanism is activated, when
you find that the entire system within which you are working is corrupt and
rotten to its very core? This is a film about the quick disintegration of a man
who has chosen to fight the system from within.
I have never made films about defeats and people who lose their battles; they
usually bring no closure or provide moralizing endings. However, I believe
Cristian’s story must be told at any cost, to show there is a visible, fundamental
solidarity of the masses, who still hope we deserve a country where the
judiciary truly deals justice, outside political interests or high-level corruption.
Tudor Giurgiu

PANAIT CASE

On April 10th 2002, Romanian prosecutor Cristian Panait committed suicide by
throwing himself from the 4th floor of his residence in Bucharest. He was only
29. A year before, he had been appointed prosecutor at the Department of
Criminal Investigation and Criminal Prosecution of the Supreme Court of
Justice. One particular case he was working on at the time was that of
prosecutor Alexandru Lele, from Oradea city, who had ordered the arrest of
Adrian Tărău, son of the very influent Bihor county prefect, on charges of
complicity in the smuggling of petroleum products. Panait's mission was to
investigate prosecutor Lele for corruption and document theft allegations.
According to media reports, Panait refused to charge Lele due to lack of
evidence, but in less than a month he took his own life. In August 2002, the
case was closed after a “post-mortem psychiatric evaluation” allegedly proved
the prosecutor to have been mentally unstable. No other hypothesis, such as
“facilitating” or “determining” the suicide, was ever pursued.
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TUDOR GIURGIU
Born in 1972 in Cluj-Napoca,
Romania. Member of the European
Film Academy, Eisenhower Fellow
in 2014, founder and President of
the Transilvania Int’l Film Festival,
Full Moon Horror & Fantasy Film
Festival and initiator of the Gopo
Awards – Romania’s national film
awards.
Founder of the production company Libra Film, film distribution company
Transilvania Film; co-founder of Cityplex – local exhibitor.
Graduated Bucharest Film Academy in 1995 and worked as 1 st assistant
director for directors like Lucian Pintilie and Radu Mihaileanu. Giurgiu was
also General Director of Romanian National Television (TVR) between 20052007. Director and producer of numerous commercials and music videos, as
well as several successful short or feature films.
His directorial debut feature Love Sick was selected in Panorama section of
2006 Berlinale and awarded in several int’l festivals. His short Superman,
Spiderman or Batman (2011) won many festivals worldwide (Aspen,
Valladolid, etc) and won Best European Short at the 2012 edition of European
Film Awards. Tudor’s 2nd feature, Of Snails and Men, was awarded with the
Special Jury Prize in Warsaw IFF, Best Film of “Punto di Encuentro” section of
Valladolid IFF and Best Film at SEE Film Festival – L.A.
Tudor Giurgiu produced or co-produced many feature films such as Katalin
Varga by Peter Strickland (Silver Bear in 2009 Berlinale and European
Discovery of the Year at EFA Awards), Mission of the Human Resources
Manager by Eran Riklis (Audience Award in Locarno 2010), Cendres et Sang
by Fanny Ardant (Cannes 2009) or Cannibal by Manuel Cuenca (Toronto and
San Sebastian 2013).

EMILIAN OPREA
Born in 1977, Emilian Oprea
studied acting at “George
Enescu” University of Arts from
Iași (Romania), graduating in
2001. Since 2002, he is a stage
actor at “Maria Filotti” Theatre
in Braila, where he played in
over 20 shows, working with directors such as Radu Afrim, Victor Ioan Frunză,
István Szabó and Radu Apostol. The role of Cristian Panduru in Why Me?,
directed by Tudor Giurgiu, is his debut in a leading role in a feature film. In
2015, he can also be seen in Self-portrait of a Dutiful Daughter by Ana
Lungu, selected at Rotterdam International Film Festival, as well as in Marian
Crisan’s new feature film, Horizon, a modern version of a well-known
Romanian short story. Emilian Oprea also stars in Messenger, a new film
directed by Radu Potcoavă.

MIHAI CONSTANTIN
Mihai Constantin is a wellknown Romanian actor with a
career spanning nearly 30 years
and with dozens of film and
theatre roles in his portfolio. He
was born on September the
30th, 1964, into a family of
artists. His father was actor
George Constantin and his mother, mezzo-soprano Iulia Buciuceanu. He
graduated the Theatre and Film Institute in 1989 and, since 1990, he is a stage
actor at “Lucia Sturdza Bulandra” Theatre in Bucharest.
He starred in over 25 plays, some staged by Alexandru Darie, Liviu Ciulei,
Tompa Gabor, Alexandru Tocilescu or Ion Caramitru. His first role in a film, in
the successful series Liceenii/ The Graduates, begun in 1987 and directed by
Nicolae Corjos, made him known to wide audiences. He then starred in films
such as The Oak (1992) and An Unforgettable Summer (1994), directed by
Lucian Pintilie, The Silent Wedding (2008), Tales from the Golden Age
(2009), If I Want to Whistle, I Whistle (2010) Portrait of the Fighter as a
Young Man (2010), Bibliothèque Pascal (2010), or The Bear (2011). The
actor has lent his voice to dozens of radio plays and presented radio and TV
shows. He also directed plays at the National Theatre “I.L. Caragiale”, Bulandra
and Metropolis in Bucharest.

ANDREEA VASILE
Andreea Vasile has a master
degree in acting from the
University of Theatre and Film
“I.L. Caragiale” in Bucharest
(class of 2010). In 2014, she
was selected in the Berlinale
Talent Campus program at
Berlin International Film Festival. Three years before, she also took part in
Sarajevo’s Talent Campus program.
She made her debut in acting in the TV series ER (2006) and had her first lead
role in a feature film in Green Moon (r. Alexa Visarion, 2010). In recent years,
she appeared in TV shows such as Icomedy, also playing many roles in theater.
This year, she can be seen in a TV series produced by HBO Romania, Shadows,
and in PRO TV’s series Open Your Eyes. She starred in several short films, the
most recent one, Holiday at the Seaside (dir. Cristina Groşan) being awarded
in 2013 at Sarajevo Film Festival. Andreea Vasile had supporting roles in I’m
an Old Communist Hag (dir. Stere Gulea, 2013) and Q.E.D (dir. Andrei
Gruszniczki, 2014).

Why Me? is produced by Libra Film, with the support of the Romanian
National Film Center, Bulgarian National Film Center, Eurimages, MEDIA
Program and SEE Cinema Network, with the participation of HBO Romania.
Co-producers: Hai-Hui Entertainment, Chouchkov Brothers, Cor Leonis Films.
The project has been developed with the support of
Berlinale Coproduction Market.
Why Me? will be released in Romanian cinemas on February 27.
Ro Image 2000 and Transilvania Film will handle the distribution.
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